Deltek Vision® Visualization

Improving Business Performance Management

To make sound business decisions, you need timely access to critical information. Deltek Vision is the only software package capable of providing that information—offering your project-focused organization a powerful performance management tool with dynamic views of your entire project portfolio. With Visualization, that power is enhanced—real-time information can be delivered directly to your desktop, providing an end-to-end view of your business.

Through a combination of shapes and colors representing project-related metrics and risks, Deltek Vision Visualization provides a single, interactive snapshot into the health of your professional service organizations. Trends and risks can be analyzed quickly by drilling-down to underlying performance metrics to determine an appropriate course-of-action and improve business performance.

Figure 1: Deltek Vision Visualization provides a snapshot of your firm’s performance
KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Offers a Graphical Representation of Project Portfolios—Get instant visual analysis of project trends and risks to facilitate decisionmaking, improve business performance and align users with common goals.

Change Views Quickly—Instantly change a view to gain greater insight into an issue. For example, the view on profitability by project could be instantly recast to allow you to view profit by industry type or by project manager.

Provides Drill-down Performance Metrics—Highlight key indicators to determine project health, and provide detail to pinpoint and quickly resolve root causes of issues.

Run Reports for Greater Detail—In any Visualization view, you can run relevant Vision reports to help you better understand an issue.

Enables Customized Views—Configure Visualization to identify business trends in specific geographies, markets and functions to determine future opportunities. Measure project and employee performance across divisions or types of work to align resources with common objectives.

“With Deltek’s introduction of Visualization to the market, there is now a unique tool that executives and project managers can use to turn complex information analysis into a single, graphical understanding of their project performance and ultimately their firm’s health.”
– ZweigWhite

Deltek Vision Visualization provides you with the real-time access to key business metrics and performance reports you need to make critical business decisions.